INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATIONS@PSBB T,Nagar
Nursery

Students of the Kindergarten presented a short entertainment programme at the YGP
Auditorium, representing the different regions of India. The children were dressed in
costumes of the particular regions and danced to the popular “I’m just like you” songhighlighting the fact that though we may be different in dress and language, we are all alike.
This was followed by a brief presentation about the significance of the Tricolour flag. Finally
the auditorium was filled with patriotic fervour when everybody joined to sing ‘Sare Jahaan
Se Achchaa’. The programme definitely helped in sowing seeds of patriotism in the tender
minds.

Primary

The children of the primary followed the theme of “Independence Movement through postage
stamps.” A Power point presentation on stamps issued to commemorate events in our
Independence struggle and stamps of freedom fighters M.K.Gandhi, Veerapandiya
Kattabomman, Rani Laxmi Bai, and N.S.C. Bose was shown. Students also spoke about the
four leaders and four events [Dandi March, Quit India, Purna Swaraj and Non-Cooperation
Movements], displaying the postage stamps. Bulletin boards wereadornedwith the Tricolour,
pictures of leaders and patriotic quotes. Children sang nationalistic songs on the stage.
15th August
“Let us not take our Independence for granted, Let us do our bit to make our country a better
place, Legacy to live & legacy to die for.”
To rejoice 72 years of freedom, students’ right from KG to class 8, including parents and
teachers gathered on the rather dull morning to participate in the Independence Day
celebrations. The tricolour badge was distributed toeveryone who pinned it on their dresswith
a glint of happiness in their eyes.

The programme began with “Tamil Thai Vazhthu”-an invocation to Mother Tamil.
Mrs. Mahalakshmi Ramjee, the Chief Guest, accompanied by the Vice Principal, Mrs. Durga
Chandrasekar, unfurled the tricolour. This was followed by the salute and rendering of the
National Anthem.

The school choir presented several patriotic songs in Tamil and Hindi including
‘Ai Mere VatanKe Logo’ which brought memories of the sacrifice made by all the freedom
fighters.

Speeches in various languages including Tamil, Hindi, Sanskrit and English were presented
by the eighth graders of the school on the various aspects of Independence and what students
should do to preserve and use their freedom wisely.

‘Harvesting Harmony’ – a skit showcasing the harvest festivals of India like Pongal,
Baisakhi etc displaying the underlying thread of unity in diversity was presented . The skit
included students from the KG to the middle school and itwas entirely organised by the
parents.
To commemorate the 100th year of legendary Carnatic musician Smt. D.K.Pattamal, students
danced to “Aaduvome Pattu Paaduvome” sung by her and composed by the renowned
patriotic poet, Subramania Bharati.

The chief guest Mrs.Mahalakshmi Ramjee, in her special address, urged students to be
responsible citizens of the country, reminding them that freedom comes with responsibility.
The Vice Principal, Mrs. Durga, congratulated all the participants on the effort taken. She
also briefed the parents on the different activities of the school with reference to academics,
sports, co-curricular activities etc.
The solemn function came to a close with the rendering of “Vande Mataram”.
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